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Forward 

 

Mama Kangaroo and Papa 

Kangaroo are very blessed to 

have Vale, Zeta, Roo, Kango, 

Iya, Yaya, Xiya and Jaba as their 

offspring. 

Such a loving family who 

grew up in Kgoo Avenue in 

Njeesburg close to Goose Bay, 

Oregon, United States of 

America. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 

Here you can see Vale 

playing with a pentagon shape 

as Zeta bounces the hexagon 

shape with her head. Clear sky! 

Yes said Zeta.  
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Mama Kangaroo 

divided the shapes 

into two parts. The 

top part becomes a 

V-shape when spin 

around, and the 

lower part looks like 

a bucket with 3 

sided figure of a 

bucket shape.  
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The lower part 

which looks like a 

bucket could be use 

as a mold for making 

and forming shapes 

of identical form. 

And can come in 

different sizes. 
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As a solid figure, it is called a 

trapezoid.  

A trapezoid is a quadrilateral 

shape with one pair of parallel 

opposite sides. The total of the 

interior angles is always equal 

to 3600.   

750 + 750 +1050 + 1050 = 3600 

 
Trapezoid 

 

1050 1050 

750 750 
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The coordinates of each angle 

from A, B, C and D are 

represented by (x, y, z, ϕ) 

respectively (where ϕ is 

pronounce as phi). The angles 

are represented as follows -  

 
Angle(∆) A = (105

0
, 0

0
, 0

0
, 0

0
) 

Angle(∆) B = (0
0 
, 105

0
, 0

0
, 0

0
) 

Angle(∆) C = (0
0
, 0

0
, 75

0
, 0

0
) 

Angle(∆) D = (0
0
, 0

0
, 0

0
, 75

0
)  

D 

A B 

C 
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Vale gave an example of how to 

calculate the area of a 

trapezoid.  

With those numbers, it was 

easy for the rest of the 

students to understand how to 

go about calculating the area of 

a trapezoid. Immediately Ayi 

thought that would be a 

perfect shape to design, 

manufacture and use as 

storage bin to store folded 

clothing for kids, youth and 
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teenagers. This will help them 

to easily organize their rooms.   
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  The area of a trapezoid is 

calculated by the following 

formula A = 1/2 (b1 + b2)* h 

Where A = Area; b1 = base 1; b2 = base 

2; and h = height. 

Example: Find the Area of a trapezoid 

with bases of 8 inches and 12 inches, 

with a height of 10 inches. 

Solution: ½ (8 + 12) in x 10 in 

   = 100 in2 

 

  

b2 

b1 

h 
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Vale quickly thought of 

different objects she could 

place in different angles of a 

wide spread mat in the form of 

a trapezoid to play hide and 

seek with Zeta and other of our 

friends later on in the day.  

 Upon all the things Papa 

and Mama Kangaroo could 

imagine, one especially was not 

to look forward to hide and 

seek in the house from any of 

them. If only her location was 

elsewhere out of the house, 
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then, we would not be 

bothered to rearrange the 

furniture after them. 

“Please Zeta, if you don’t mine, 

I would like to finish illustrating 

the triangle part;” said Vale.  

Then, she 

continued with the triangle 

part of the pentagon shape. 
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The V-shape isosceles triangle 

is a 3 sided figure which consist 

of 2 congruent equal sides.  

 

 

 

We can use this shape as a 

mold in making different forms 

or even cutting up shapes, 

trace out from decorating 

papers of different colors.  
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“What a great idea!” says 

Zeta. We should be able to 

come up with a banner and 

sell tart squares and crystal 

ice tea or lemonade of 

different flavors. 
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Chapter 2 

 

“I guess is my turn to speak 

about my shape” said Zeta. I 

will begin by a show and tell 

followed by questions, all right? 
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Zeta went along and introduce 

what a hexagon looked like.  

A hexagon is a six sided figure 

of equal length. The shape of a 

hexagon is use for making 

traffic stop signs.  

Mama Kangaroo 

always made sure that we 

observe the stop signs when 

crossing the road by stopping 
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at the stop sign and looking 

both ways before crossing if 

not, you may be booked for jail 

walking. Vehicles are supposed 

to stop at all stop signs before 

advancing in order to avoid 

traffic jam, in other words 

traffic congestion.  

 

The shape can be use as a mold 

in making tiles, ceramic designs 

and prints on different fabrics. 

“She continued, one of my 

favorite hobby is to bake 
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cookies of different shapes.” By 

using a hexagon shape mold, 

we’ll produce good shape and 

tasty size cookies. 
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If we packet them well, secure 

and tight, then we can always 

deliver them to our local 

grocery stores, a corner store 

or have our neighbors pick 

them up right from our houses.  

 

People who like hexagon 

shape can easily find plastic 

wares such as plates and cups 

made of hexagon shapes. 
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These products are great to 

use when having birthdays and 

parties. And the best part 

about it, is that, these products 

are recyclable. “Recycling is 

important because it helps to 
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reduce waste and keep the 

earth clean” declared Vale. 

 

Zeta decided to cut out 

hexagon shapes and wrote 

phrases of inspiration to cheer 

us all.  

 

 
Be 

proactive 

Work 
towards 

your goals 
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Listen 
attentively 

Be thankful 
for each day 

Lots of 
kisses 

Give right 
directions 

Strife high in 
order to 

achieve your 
goals 

Always be a 
gentleman 
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At the end, we all thought it 

was kind of him to come up 

with a brilliant idea such as 

that.   

 Show and tell is a fun game 

for family with young children 

to do both at home and school.  

It also engages their 

grandparents to listen to them 

as they develop their skills in 

demonstration and 

presentations.  
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Chapter 3 

 

In this chapter we’ll all 

discover what Roo and Kango 

will present to the crowd.  

 Ayi could not hesitate to 

mention to us by whispering, 

what he overheard the 

principal conversing with the 

secretary was that, “it’s turning 

out to be a competition.” 
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Now, Roo and Kango’s turn is 

up and please be quiet so we 

can all listen.   

 Roo is dressed with a blue 

top while Kango is dressed with 

a green top. Their tops are 

worn on top of their full body 

suit which is made of brown 

garment. Their long sleeves 

colorful tops are perfect to 

distinguish one from another. 

Taking steps, hop, hop, hoping 

to stand at the right positions. 
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Here comes Roo with a 

right angle triangle while Kango 

is getting ready to catch a 

diamond shape. All of Roo,  
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Kango and friends are working 

on shapes as related to 

trigonometry.  

 

Roo could easily roar the 

crowd whenever he stood up to 

speak but this time around we 

had to be attentive and listen 

to what he was about to say 

and do with a right angle 

triangle. 
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Roo bounced in, tossing his 

right angle triangle shape in 

front of everyone and began by 

introducing himself as, “I am 

Roo and today, I will be 
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speaking about this triangle 

shape I am holding.” 

Triangles are shapes of 

trigonometry. A right angle 

triangle is made up of a right 

angle which is opposite to the 

diagonal line joining both sides 

of the right angle. 

 

     

h 

b 
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The area of a right angle 

triangle A is equivalent to halve 

the base(b) multiple by the 

height(h). 

The formula to calculate the 

Area is A = ½(b * h).  

Example: Find the Area of a triangle 

with base of 10 inches and a height of 

12 inches. 

Solution: ½ (10 x 12) in2 

   = 60 in2 

Roo, continued, “that, in 

scouting we fold our scarf into 
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two halves from one opposite 

end to another, forming a 

triangle to tie on our necks.” 

He brought in cards with 

many different illustrations of 

triangles to pass around. Going 

through each card loudly. 

Roo went on talking about 

other triangle shapes such as 

sails used on sail boats. Their 

triangular shapes and how it 

helps to speed up sailing in a 

windy day. 
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A typical sail boat consist of 

both the main and head sails. In 

many cases, just the mainsail is 
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adequate for sailing in large 

body of water such as lakes, 

sea or oceans. 
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Parts of a sailboat 
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Next he spoke about how 

important triangle shapes are 

necessary in designing shapes 

of airplanes and flying air 

vehicles. The wings and rear 

stabilizers are made of 

triangular shapes that helps to 

transverse the atmosphere 
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with little or no disturbance to 

the passengers on board. 

The next card had 

triangular shapes use for 

identifying locations on yards 

such as sprinkler heads, or 

during road construction. 
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During construction these signs 

comes in handy for indicating 

detours and areas of slow 

traffic. 

 

At the end, they all gave Roo 

rounds of applause and stayed 

quiet. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Kango will now present us 

with his shape of choice. He is 

going to speak about a 

diamond shape and the 

different things we can do with 

a diamond shape. 

 “Diamond shapes are made 

up of four sides of equal length, 

perpendicular to one another” 

said Kango. The word diamond 

itself is a formation from quartz 

minerals and they come in 
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different colors. Diamonds are 

opaque, translucent and 

conduct heat faster than 

transparent materials. 
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Squirk, squirk, squirk came 

kango bouncing infront of the 

crowd with his diamond shape. 

With a smile, Kango tossed the 

diamond shape above him so 

everyone could see it from a 

distance. 

He asked if anyone was in 

the crowd who knew how to 

play the game of cards. 

“Diamond in card games comes 

in the color of red and have the 

same shape like what I am 

holding.” 
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 Like any other shapes, 

diamond shape are used for 

making molds, stencils, 

jewelries, manufacturing 

structures such as ceramic tiles, 

prints on cards and fabrics. 

A diamond shape has equal 

angles of 900 per angle. When 

total up, the sum is equivalent 

to 3600. 

This diamond shape has angles 

A, B, C and D. 
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    A = 900 

    B = 900 

    C = 900 

    D = 900 

And the summation of all the 

angles = 3600. 

 

A 

B

  A 

C 

D 
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When projected into a 3 

dimensional object, it forms a 

cube which is also called a 

rhombus.  

 A rhombus shaped game 

with defined colors is called a 

rubik and is fun to play after it 

has been rotated into many 

different directions.  

The turning and rotation of 

each diamond side with an 

understanding how to align all 

the colors may take time at 

first. With several practice, you 
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may become an expert on how 

to put a rotated rubik to the 

right alignment of its colors. 

Since it may take longer to play, 

the best way to play this game 

with friends is by timing each 

other after it has been rotated 

several times. 
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Rubik cube 
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Using your imagination, the 

rubik cube gets align with the 

same color on each side. 
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Kango made sure, that they can 

do coloring project by tracing 

diamond shapes, assembling 

them into different forms and 

coloring each shape with colors 

of their choice. 
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The uncolored diamond shapes 

should interest early readers to 

color with crayons. 
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Kango asked if anyone had a 

question at the end. Someone 

asked in the crowd if he knew 

how to calculate the area of a 

flat diamond shape? 

 “Yes of cause,” answered 

Kango. The area of a flat 
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diamond shape is twice 

multiply by the length of any 

side, since all the sides are 

equal. In our case let’s say the 

diamond shape I’m holding has 

sides equal to 2 inches. Then, 

area of the shape will be  

2in*2in = 4 in2. Another 

example could be what is the 

area of a diamond shape with a 

side equal to 4 inches? The 

answer again is simple. The 

area is 4in * 4in = 16 in2. 
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Kango thank everyone for 

listening, especially Axi for 

asking the question. 

 

 

Papa and Mama kangaroo 

could not hesitate to give good 

remarks about the way things 

went on, in Njeesburg.  
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Chapter 5 

  

In Goose bay, everyone 

knew one another and kept a 

good communication with one 

another.  

During the cold weather, 

families stayed indoors to keep 

warm and came out to play 

when it snowed, making 

icemen, building sculptures, 

sliding and skating while others 

indulge themselves in skiing 

and ice fishing.  
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 Schooling kept our children 

busy with both classes and 

homework. It was always 

beneficiary, good practice to 

listen and participate in 

different activities taking place 

round the year as the season 

change.  

 Spring season tend out to 

be the best time of the year. 

The teachers in Njeesburg 

Elementary School kept their 

routine classroom activities, by 

teaching sciences and botany 
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with different projects from 

planting to growing fish.  

 Nature adventures brought 

in naturalists to guide the 

students through nearby parks 

where deer, pheasants, 

tortoises, rabbits lived. Nature 

day was always a fun day for 

students who went out to the 

nature grounds, where they 

came very close to these 

animals during their mating 

seasons and when they raise 

their offspring.  
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Family of tortoise 

 
Family of deer 
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Family of Pheasants 

 

 Family of rabbits 
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Spring time was also when seeds 

of different herbs, florals and shrubs 

were planted. Xiya and Roo’s 

classrooms planted potatoes and 

tomatoes, and watch how fast their 

roots and seeds grew depending on the 

amount of water use for watering the 

plants.  

After germination of these plants, 

they all had to carry them home to 

plant them in their backyard gardens. 
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The important thing Xiya and Roo had 

to remember was to water their plants 

twice each day and observe how they 

grew. The others had similar project, 

but this time it was florals and 

transplanted shrubs.  

 

Big experimental opportunities 

when it comes to transplanting of 

shrubs. Fruits shrubs were common 
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examples used by the botanists who 

taught these lessons. Mama and Papa 

Kangaroo was opportune to volunteer 

during these lessons. They got to learn 

firsthand how to transplant seeds vs. 

shrubs. Shrubs tend to be the easier 

way to transplant compared to that of 

seeds. Although, in some instances, 

when two seeds of different species 

are wrapped together, the variety of 

the fruit came out perfect as expected. 
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Examples of transplants can be 

noticed, and seen even in the different 

color and flavor fruits such as grapes 

and apples appeared and tasted. 

 

 

These grapes comes out succulent 

with sweet taste and are used for 

making wine in the nearby wineries. 

It’s a good product to have during 

snack time or as an additive to fruit 

salad.   
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Combination of green apple seeds 

to that of red apples when planted, 

germinated, and grow have golden-red 

apples. During this period, Mama 

Kangaroo taught us this nursery 

rhymes, and said she always sang to it 

when baking fresh buns for dinner. 

And it went like this;  
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Hot cross bun. 

Hot cross bun. 

One-a-penny, two-a-penny, 

Hot cross buns. 

If you have no daughters, 

Give them to your sons. 

One-a-penny, two-a-penny, 

Hot cross buns.  

 

Hot cross bun. 

Hot cross bun. 

Five-a-penny, six-a-penny, 

Hot cross buns. 

If you have no sons, 

Give them to your girls. 

Five-a-penny, six-a-penny, 

Hot cross buns.  
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She called out the group of 

students, hurry up, hurry up it’s almost 

time for lunch as we all could smell 

hot cross buns. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

 

 

Hippety hop, hippety hop 

hippety hop comes Xiya with a 

circle shape followed by Ayi 

dropping down his star shape. 
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Ayi could see a partial circle 

above the sky. “What are we 

going to do with all these 

shapes” asked Ayi to Xiya? 

“A circle is a perfect shape 

to play with, making bubbles of 

different shapes when it is 

warm outside and even skip 

through it while turning the 

circle ring from your head to 

toes” said Xiya. I’m going to 

skip rings while we are on this 

topic. Let’s thing of the many 
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things which are in the shape of 

a circle. I’m going to go first 

since I have the shape 

continued Xiya. Be my quest 

said Ayi. An egg, orange, apple 

and grapes are circular in 

shapes of different size. Best of 

all, the earth looks like a circle 

from a distance in which we 

live in.  

Given the radius of a circle I 

can calculate the geometrical 

values of its’ circumference, 

perimeter, area, and volume in 
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a 3-dimensional figure which is 

refer to as a sphere. 

I will begin by calculating 

the Circumference C. 

C = 2 r  

Where r = radius;  = pi = a 

constant = 3.142. 

For example if the radius of 

an orange is equal to 2 inches, 

then the circumference of that 

orange is C = 2x3.142x2 = 12.6 

inches and the area of the 
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same orange is A =  r2 = 12.6 

in2. 

The perimeter of a circle is 

identical to its circumference 

and is calculated as P   C = 

2 r.  

And finally, the volume of a 

circle which is refer to as a 

sphere geometrically, is 

calculated using the formula V= 
 

 
 r3. The Earth is a sphere with 

radius of 3959 mi (6371 Km), 

hence the Volume is 260 Bil mi3 

(1,086.11 Bil Km3). 
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Looking at the Earth from a 

distance, one can only imagine 

how this humongous size of 

sphere looks tiny from further 

distance. We are all bless to live 

in this beautiful Earth.  
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The Earth is the third planet 

from the Sun with population 

of 7.125 Billion.  

 

 

Xiya enjoyed this topic and kept 

on going, which he continued 

to describe the circle with so 

many variants of which we 
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could follow through 

comfortably. 

A circle is defined as a 

shape with equal radius from 

the center of the circle. A line 

perpendicular to the center of a 

circle is call the diameter. A 

chord is any line drawn from 

one point to another without 

going through the center.  

 

 

 
A 

B 

C 

O 
D 

E 
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Center is at point O 

Diameter = dist. AB 

Radius = dist. OC and a Chord = dist. DE 

 

“So we can conclude that, a 

circle is made up of several 

chords as long as they don’t 

transverse the center of the 

circle” added Roo.  

Best of all, before I give the 

floor to Ayi, I should also 

mention that, swimming tubes 

are made circular with a hollow 

in the center so we can swim 

and float at the same time 
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through the hollow center 

while in the swimming pool. 

  We are all going to have a 

treat when this is all set and 

done and I would prefer to 

have donuts, cookies and ice 

cream to munch on.  Kango 

could not hesitate to mention 

his experience on roller-coaster 

tubing in a nearby water park 

where he works as a swimming 

guard making sure that each 

swimmer is given a float tube 

during lessons and for the 
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younger once, an adult should 

be present with them in the 

pool during lessons. 

“Immediately who did I caught 

sneaking between my legs and 

not lifting up her face?” Aha! It 

must be one of the next group 

of students sneaking into the 

pool without a swimming tube. 

Students usually change floats 

and tubes depending on the 

intervals of their lessons and 

actually get 20 minutes or so to 

practice their laps without 

tubes just before their lessons 
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begins. It can be adventurous 

to sneak amongst friends while 

increasing your speed from end 

to end. I was going to catch up 

with my next project of the 

day. When I suddenly notice, 

we had to meet and discuss 

how to attract more swimmers 

to the swimming club and 

increase the number of lessons 

offered during spring quarter. 

 Our community center 

carried seasonal catalog of 

lessons offered as well as fliers, 
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passed out for students to 

signup. A hand full of students 

per season will keep us busy as 

long as they can pay for their 

lessons. “I will see you later” 

says Kango to Xiya. Nice work 

on circles.   
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Chapter 7 

 

“Ayi the floor is all yours, 

you can start by telling us 

about the shape you have and 

what different things you can 

do with it as I introduce you to 

the crowd” added Mr. Alphaski. 

“With all my enthusiasm, I 

couldn’t help this time around 

grapping the star shape firmly.” 

I lifted up the star and started 

describing it. A star consist of 

five triangles surrounding a 
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circle. Each triangle is 

equivalent to one another and 

is use for awarding the 

brightest in so many different 

activities.  

     

Their shapes are engraved on 

Hollywood boulevard for 

inaugurating Hollywood stars 
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for their achievements in films 

and motion pictures. And in the 

classrooms, for achieving 

specialty projects which in 

general, are not determine 

before the decisions are made. 
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Accomplishments are recognize 

with this symbol. The United 

States flag consist of 50 stars 
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representing the fifty states of 

the United States of America. 

  

Immediately everyone was 

silent, listening attentively as 

Ayi continued with a 

microphone singing –  
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THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER 

Oh say can you see, by the dawn’s 

early light, 

What so proudly we hailed at the 

twilight’s last gleaming? 

Whose broad stripes and bright stars, 

through the perilous fight, 

O’er the ramparts we watched, were 

so gallantly streaming? 

And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs 

bursting in air, 

Gave proof through the night that our 

flag was still there. 

O say, does that star-spangled banner 

yet wave 

O’er the land of the free and the home 

of the brave? 
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And reciting the -   

THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

I pledge allegiance to the flag 

of the United States of America, 

and to the Republic for which it 

stands: 

one nation under God, indivisible, 

with liberty and justice for all. 

 

After that, a round of 

applause was given several 

times, before they could settle 

down, it was getting late in the 

afternoon and school was soon 

going to be over for the day. 

“We just had to be quiet for Ayi 
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to get done and hurry out to 

catch our school buses heading 

home said Xiya.” Parents who 

watched this program became 

interested and marveled with 

contentment and satisfaction 

of what a presentation it was 

all turning out to be.  

Ayi continued that star 

shapes are best cutout from 

traced patterns and templates.  

Out in the coral reefs you 

may be lucky to spot out 

colorful starfish when tides are 
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crests and the ocean is calm 

with mild warm temperatures. 

“It’s always soothing and 

refreshing to watch starfish 

swimming around other small 

and large coral reef species 

along the banks of oceans and 

shallow spotted areas in the 

deep clear seas” said Ayi. At 

that same instant, Vale was not 

reluctant to mention their 

experience taking a boat trip to 

perform sea snorkeling where 

they were going to swim with 

many starfish and other 
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colorful interesting fish and sea 

mammals which are commonly 

found in the oceans and seas.  

Ayi asked if she could 

standup and narrate her story 

to the crowd while he passed 

out pictures. “The good part 

about it, was to be able to 

touch these fish and see if they 

could drink water from our 

hands if we open our palms in 

front of their mouth as they 

swim pass all around us” added 

Vale. The water is fresh, clear 
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and salty. And you can see 

starfish clearly from 

unimaginable distances under 

clear, bright skies ended Vale. 
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These pictures were taken 

in Puerto Vallarta in Mexico.  

   And best of all, most stars 

can be observe at night, 

brighten the sky with brilliant 

bright lights illuminating from 

them. If you are lucky, you may 

observe shooting stars skidding 

and surfing from one location 

to another in the speed-of-
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light. These shooting stars 

could skid up to 3 to 4 different 

positions at the same time. “I 

was delighted to share my 

object with you all and thanks 

for staying a little longer to 

listen to the conclusion of this 

program, added Ayi.” And now 

we can all sing together one of 

my favorite poem and nursery 

rhyme “Twinkle Twinkle little 

star” to end the program. 
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Twinkle twinkle little star. 

How I wonder what you are. 

Up above the world so high, 

Like a diamond in the sky. 

Twinkle twinkle little star 

How I wonder what you are. 

 

Twinkle twinkle skidding star. 

How I wonder what you are. 

Up above the world so high, 

Like a diamond in the sky. 

Twinkle twinkle skidding star 

How I wonder what you are. 
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Twinkle twinkle surfing star. 

How I wonder what you are. 

Up above the world so high, 

Like a diamond in the sky. 

Twinkle twinkle surfing star 

How I wonder what you are. 
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Chapter 8 
 

The next day, Zya and Upa 

were outside playing in the 

yard, making sure the baby 

sparrow birds were being feed 

adequately by their parents. 

These species of birds do come 

in different colors, reflecting 

colors of ornament trees were 

they frequent and live. They are 

called warblers in the Midwest 

of the United States of 

America. It wasn’t long ago 

when Mama Kangaroo asked 
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Roo and Kango’s friends to take 

pictures of warblers around the 

neighborhood and keep a study 

of how long it took for them to 

have hatchlings from the time 

they notice that, they have 

started laying eggs.  

Baby birds are called 

hatchings or nestlings. Papa 

Kangaroo had taught us in the 

past “that, when hatchings 

comes out of eggs, they are 

naked, cold and blind.” Their 

parent have to keep them 
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warm and feed them after 

every 15 minutes during the 

day. The hatchlings or nestlings 

ask for food by opening their 

beaks while peeping and 

cheeping. The parents feed 

their offspring by putting food 

into their mouth. Each species 

of birds are feed differently. 

The warblers feed their nestlers 

with fine dried chips of grains, 

nuts, petals, fruits or berries.  

   Soon their eyes open up 

and their feathers continue to 
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grow. In about two weeks, their 

feathers are noticeable and are 

refer to as fledglings. In the 

next two weeks, they will be 

able to fly short distance out of 

their nest. During this period 

they are very curious, keeping 

their parents on their feet for 

the watch out of pries if any is 

around, not to harm or capture 

their fledglings. They may 

wonder far off from time to 

time, from their nesting vicinity 

and in that case, their parents 

would only have to pick them 
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up by their back neck and lift 

them back to their nesting 

location.   

 
Answers: clouds, birds and fly. 
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 If I could recall, not long ago 

Zya noticed pink warblers 

chirping, cheeping and 

wabbling with soft sweet songs 

cheering and thankful for the 

bright pink and burgundy 

blossoms of our crabapple 

trees.  
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Jaba could not help noticing 

thick pockets of clouds 

overhead. “What would Papa 

and Mama Kangaroo do about 

these thick clouds drawing in?” 

Asked Jaba. The weather was 

quickly turning out to be rainy. 
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Protecting the nestlers from 

these heavy pouring rain kept 

Mama Kangaroo outside, hiding 

and shading their nest from 

direct rainfall. Mama Kangaroo 

had to tuck in their nest under 

our Mongolia flowering plants 

in our friendship garden. With 

bread crumps and crack nuts 
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their chicks grow faster than 

expected and within a week, 

come and see them taking 

flights of short distances 

around their nest cheeping and 

chirping with their adults 

making sure they stay close by.  

What a perfect scene to 

observe colorful sparrows 

wabbling and raising their 

offspring very close by the 

house. “Bird houses are 

prominent in our 

neighborhood, inviting 
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different house birds to live 

around and help pollenating 

other plants around the yard,” 

added Papa Kangaroo. 

     

 

Birds are good resources 

when it comes to plants 
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pollination. Nectar is a sugar-

rich liquid produced by plants 

in glands called nectaries, 

either within the flowers with 

which it attracts pollinating 

animals, or by extrafloral 

nectaries, which provide a 

nutrient source to 

animal mutualists, which in 

turn provide anti herbivore 

protection.  

Common nectar 
consuming pollinators include 
bees, butterflies and moths,     
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hummingbirds especially, 
and bats. Nectar plays an 
important role in the foraging 
economics and overall 
evolution of nectar-eating 
species; for example, nectar 
and its properties are 
responsible for the differential 
evolution of the honey 
bees, which are biologically 
known as Dorsata.  

Nectar is an ecologically 
important item, the sugar 
source for honey. It is also 
useful in agriculture and  
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horticulture because during the 
adult stages of some of these 
predatory insects, they intend 
feed on nectar. For example, 
the social wasp species Apoica 
flavissima relies on nectar as a 
primary food source. In turn, 
these wasps then hunt 
agricultural pest insects as food 
for their young. For example, 
thread-waisted wasps (genus 
Ammophila) are known to 
hunt caterpillars that are 
destructive to crops.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genus
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Today is all green day attire 

at school. All the children are 

dress in green tops and they 

will have 30 minutes in their 

classrooms to go through the 
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basic necessities and 

importance to keep our planet 

green by performing recycling 

and avoiding littering.  

Making sure we stay in a 

stable ecological system. Shady 

trees are nice to have in our 

yards and we must be prepare 

to rake when they shared their 

leaves. Leaves are use as 

compose including mowing 

sods. Students may also go 

outside to keep the area clean 

by picking up littered papers 
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and cans or plastics if any. 

An ecosystem is all the living 

things, from plants and animals 

to microscopic organisms, and 

nonliving things that shares an 

environment. Everything in 

an ecosystem has an important 

role. Well, almost everything.  

An ecosystem is a 

community of living organisms 

in conjunction with the 

nonliving components of their 

environment (things like air, 

water and mineral soil), 
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interacting as a system. These 

biotic and abiotic components 

are regarded as linked together 

through nutrient cycles and 

energy flows. Energy, water, 

nitrogen and soil minerals are 

other essential abiotic 

components of an ecosystem. 

The energy that flows through 

ecosystems is obtained 

primarily from the sun.     
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Chapter 9 

 

Watching nectar feeders 

from a distance can be quite 

interesting. There are different 

kinds of nectar feeders of 

which you could study and 

write about, such as humming 

birds, honey bees, butterflies, 

woodpeckers, sparrows, etc. 

Some birds do pollinate fruits 

not pollen found in flowers. For 

a moment, watching my flower 

plants blooming during their 
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pick season, I noticed pairs of 

hummingbirds flying around my 

flowers nibbling pollen from 

the center of the flower 

petals and sipping nectar. Bees 

pollinating, collecting nectar 

while heading back and forth 

from their hidings, where they 

have built their hives. If there 

are let to settle in similar spots, 

they grow in numbers adding 

to their families while 

producing honey inside their 

honeycombs stored in their 

hives. In order to collect 
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honeycombs, all of the bees 

need to be sent away by 

burning and producing smoke 

or using bee detectors to 

electronically divert their 

direction before honey can be 

collected and extracted for 

marketing and distribution. 
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With birds, they feed on 

flowers’ nectar, fruits, wood 

backs etc. reproducing multiple 

times during their mating 

seasons. The sparrows are 

always in pairs perching and 

chirping on wood backs filled 

with sweet gums, spotted on 

trees such as maple trees. You 

could even create a nectar bath 

by adding sugar in water and 

placing it in your garden 

underneath a shade, close to 

blooming flowers. 
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The most exciting, fun and 

interesting part is watching 

their movements, while 

collecting nectar either from 

maple trees or blooming 

flowering gardens. With 

hummingbirds, their wings are 

continuously flapping, steadily 

moving like fans, propagating 
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air around them to keep them 

from landing while they 

pollinate fruits, flowers, and 

pollen grains within petals of 

blooming flowers. Some may 

be conscious of their weight 

and depending on the size of 

the flower, they may land or 

not. 
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In a full bright sunny day, 

with blooming flowers, 

butterflies are bound to come 

around feeding on nectar 

produced from pollen grains.  

Butterflies do come in all 

colors and some have dotted 

circles or spots on their (petals) 

wings. I have been fortunate to 

continuously observe lots of 

monarchs, grass hoppers, 

white, blue, brown, green and 

mixed beautiful colored at once 

in specific intervals on our 
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gardens. They hover and play 

with rabbits, robins and blue 

Jays as much. 

 

It’s always glamourous to 

see distinct colorful butterflies 

such those with bright blue, 

yellow, black and white, red or 

pink flying over flowered 

shrubs. At times, it is difficult to 

spot these butterflies if they 

happen to land and settle on 
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shrubs with flowers of the 

similar colors.   
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Chapter 10 

 

As school became over for 

the day, they were all dropped 

off by the bus and headed to 

their respective houses. After 

their afternoon snacks, Mama 

Kangaroo pulled out her 

sample flower specimens and 

asked Roo and Kango to call 

their friends, so she could go 

through the anatomy of a 

flower and discuss its functions 

and features of each part to 
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their group. She assign them to 

reproduce the bi-sections and 

transverse dissection of the 

flower.  

In general, people send 

flowers to love once, during 

celebrations, anniversaries and 

also have them at home on 

their dinning tables and/or side 

stools while they stay fresh. 

 Their images are used in 

manufacturing prints on textile 

materials, stationaries, plastics, 
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potteries, plates, prints, mats, 

ceramic, ornaments etc. 

  Manufacturing companies 

do come up with molds, 

stencils and templates to use 

for producing these goods 

found everywhere around us. 

As she continued the topic of, 

The Anatomy of A Flower -  

Here are images of flowers and 
their parts including the 
membrane of a flower. The 
diagrams are self-explanatory 
and students should practice 
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tracing and naming the parts. 
During pollination, this is a 
good topic to discuss and learn 
more about. 
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Plates with flower design 
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Plant design ceramic 
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Flowering collage 
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Flower shaped building 
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Kangaroo Comic Strips - The beginner’s 

reading books series.  

These books are geared for early childhood 

readings and English beginner readers. The 

series is filled with demonstrations, 

illustrations, humorous story lines and practical 

things we do in our everyday life.  

The book is filled with images to aid narrative 

the words used. Numbers and shapes use for 

deriving trigonometry functions and results.  

Bravo by elementary educators, home 
schooling teachers and aerial reading 
specialists, these renown popular books are 
now used by schools and libraries throughout 
the English-speaking world and also translated 
into popular languages – Spanish, French, 
Chinese, German, Hindu, Portuguese, and 
Swedish. 
     Press books 
  https://svenfdotcom.wordpress.com/ 
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